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all dimensions in inches unless otherwise noted [all dimensions in brackets are in millimeters]

C5 Series Sota Style:
 basic dimensions

Notes: 
1. To order, full part number must be generated at middleatlantic.com
2. 2 Bay credenzas have a left and right door by default, 3 and 1 bay credenzas 
 have left doors by default.

X = suffix with V for veneer finish, suffix with H for hpl finish suffix with T for thermolaminate finish
YY = color selection; refer to middleatlantic.com for options
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Finishing  
Kit Number

Door  
Type

“E” 
Width

“F” 
Depth

Compatible 
With

C5K1A1SPXYY plexi
22.8 [580] 26.6 [676] C5-FF27-1

C5K1A1SSXYY solid

C5K2A1SPXYY plexi
45.1 [1146] 26.6 [676] C5-FF27-2

C5K2A1SSXYY solid

C5K3A1SPXYY plexi
67.5 [1715] 26.6 [676] C5-FF27-3

C5K3A1SSXYY solid

C5K1B1SPXYY plexi
22.8 [580] 30.4 [773] C5-FF31-1

C5K1B1SSXYY solid

C5K2B1SPXYY plexi
45.1 [1146] 30.4 [773] C5-FF31-2

C5K2B1SSXYY solid

C5K3B1SPXYY plexi
67.5 [1715] 30.4 [773] C5-FF31-3

C5K3B1SSXYY solid

Accessory Part 
Number

Accessory 
Type Color Code

ACC-LOCK1-BK lock Black

ACC-LOCK1-MA lock Modern Aluminum (Matte Finish)

ACC-LOCK1-WH lock White

ACC-HANDLE1-MA handle Modern Aluminum (Matte Finish)
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all dimensions in inches unless otherwise noted [all dimensions in brackets are in millimeters]

C5 Series Moderno Style:
 basic dimensions

Notes: 
1. To order, full part number must be generated at middleatlantic.com
2. 2 Bay credenzas have a left and right door by default, 3 and 1 bay credenzas 
 have left doors by default.

X = suffix with V for veneer finish, suffix with H for hpl finish suffix with T for thermolaminate finish
YY = color selection; refer to middleatlantic.com for options

Finishing  
Kit Number

Door  
Type

“G” 
Width

“H” 
Depth

Compatible 
With

C5K1A1MPXYY plexi
24.9 [632] 27.3 [694] C5-FF27-1

C5K1A1MSXYY solid

C5K2A1MPXYY plexi
47.2 [1199] 27.3 [694] C5-FF27-2

C5K2A1MSXYY solid

C5K3A1MPXYY plexi
69.6 [1768] 27.3 [694] C5-FF27-3

C5K3A1MSXYY solid

C5K1B1MPXYY plexi
24.9 [632] 31.1 [790] C5-FF31-1

C5K1B1MSXYY solid

C5K2B1MPXYY plexi
47.2 [1199] 31.1 [790] C5-FF31-2

C5K2B1MSXYY solid

C5K3B1MPXYY plexi
69.6 [1768] 31.1 [790] C5-FF31-3

C5K3B1MSXYY solid

Accessory Part 
Number

Accessory 
Type Color Code

ACC-LOCK1-BK lock Black

ACC-LOCK1-MA lock Modern Aluminum (Matte Finish)

ACC-LOCK1-WH lock White

ACC-HANDLE1-MA handle Modern Aluminum (Matte Finish)
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Moderno Style: HPL and Veneer
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